Key Points:
Introduction

44
It has been well established that anthropogenic climate warming can enhance the in general, the equivalent latitudes of the field may be defined as
107 so that the area enclosed poleward of contour M equals that poleward of latitude . .
108
Obviously, in the area due to the poleward intrusion of the M contour is always 109 larger than (see Fig.1 
These will be referred to as moist LWA " and dry LWA D for the moist
116
(blue+white area) and dry (orange area) intrusions, respectively, as illustrated in spatially correlated with ( − ) ee.e with a correlation coefficient at 0.83 (Fig. 2c) . Building on the linear relationship between the moist LWA and P − E "
178
(exemplified in Fig. S1 ) and the related scaling (4), we are now able to examine the 179 contributing factors in the local hydrological extremes P − E " : moist wave (Figure 3a, 3b) . The PR pattern reveals an intriguing distinction between 186 the rainfall in the tropical monsoons and that in the midlatitude storm track (Fig. 3c) .
187
PR tends to be small in the former, implicative of the larger background water holding precipitate compared to the case of the south Asian monsoon (Fig. 3d) . Meanwhile,
198
large P − E " in both tropical monsoonal regions and the midlatitude storm track 199 means a rather short resident time for the CWV (less than 4 days) (Fig.3e) . In addition, Per equation (4), the fractional change of extreme precipitation measured by
204
P − E " under future warming can be attributed to that of PR, " and local HCR.
205
Focusing on Asian monsoon regions (blue box in Fig.2 ), we find that both moist wave Asian monsoon region and relatively higher consensus for the East Asian monsoon 209 region (Fig. 4ab) . Intriguingly, the pattern of the increases in the ensemble mean 
216
In particular, the negative change of " over India and Indochina, though weak, is in an intensification for the former (~ 10%) and a weakening for the latter (~ -12%).
228
This means it will take longer time to dissipate the moist wave activity in the warmer To gain more confidence in the characteristics discussed above, we further check " ,
P − E " , PR, and HCR averaged over Southeast Asian monsoon region (Fig. 5a ) and
237
Indian monsoon region (Fig. 5b) , respectively, in each of the 16 CMIP5 models.
238
Under the forcing of RCP8.5 scenario, all models simulate an increased moist wave Modeling, which is responsible for CMIP, and we thank the climate modeling groups for 304 producing and making available their model output. We are also grateful to Jesse Norris for 305 confirming the positive circulation contribution to the precipitation extremes over Indian 306 monsoon region. 
